
14th GA of OH
Minutes

02/18/2012 Shades of Ox (Staggering Ox, at the rear)
 
Facilitator:  Frank
Minutes:  Deb
Attendees:  Sue, Deb, Tegan, Emily, Frank, Rick, Gary, Steve

 
NEXT MEETING
Date of next GA/OH:  March 3rd
Facilitator for next meeting:  Tegan; Sue is backup facilitator
Minutes for next meeting:  Deb
Location:  Shades of Ox (Staggering Ox, at the rear)
 
Review of meeting format:  Clarification of Announcements vs. Agenda Items
Agenda:

1. Request for interview with KXLH-TV reporter Evan Weborg
2. Working group reports
3. Long range planning / Retreat
4. Consensus on resolution adopted from J-21 Mic-check
5. ALEC Lobbying

 
Old Business:
The minutes of the 13th GA/OH meeting were read By Frank.
The minutes of the GA/OH of Feb. 4, 2012 were approved (with a date correction) by consensus.
 
New and Ongoing Business

1. Request for interview with KXLH-TV reporter Evan Weborg:
Sue was nominated to fulfill the request for an interview by the media (KXLH) as a well-informed 
member who had not yet given a media interview.  Consensus was reached that Sue would give 
the interview separately while the GA meeting continued.
 
The question was raised as to how best to answer requests for interview with media in the 
future (especially on short notice).  Do we need a designated Media Working group / Media 
Contact?  Is this naturally a function of an existing working group or do we need a designated 
contact?  See HCTV working group report below.
 

2. Working group reports:
Direct Action and Community Connections working group, (DA/CC)  
 Note for newer members that Direct Action Working group and Community Connections 
working groups have been melded into one functional working group: (DA/CC).  Community 
Dialog series, (a series of informational events to promote community discourse), will 
commence every other Sunday, beginning Feb.26th.  The events are currently scheduled and 
approved through April, 2012.  OH is using Missoula Peace and Justice Org. as one resource for 
relevant material.  The presentation of Inside Job has been removed from the schedule due to 
cost.  Questions were raised about the need to review content, but the group determined to 
rely on the working group to research relevant, appropriate, and thought provoking material.
Consensus was reached on the proposal to approve the schedule of events through May 20th.
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The communications of DA/CC will be sent to previously active members as more people are 
needed to moderate and help with set-up for the Community Dialog Series.
 
Newsletter working group
 Emily requested backup for producing the monthly newsletter, to help ensure a hard deadline 
for publication.  Deb D. volunteered to become familiar with the (Word) template currently 
in use to produce the document.  Several members agreed to help with proofreading prior to 
publication.  The Newsletter is accessible online, and is also printed for distribution in various 
locations around town.  The current edition will be printed Monday due to a couple of late 
modifications requested by the group.
 
HCTV working group
Helena Civic TV (HCTV) content needs refreshing.  Rick has several short pieces to replace the 
older content.  Anyone can submit suggested content, but a specific video format is required.  
OH currently has a 5:30 PM slot on Tuesdays.  
 
Media working group
Rick expressed concern that a one-person working group may not be viable in the long 
term.  Reliance on one person to perform functions critical to OH is dangerous.  The group 
acknowledged that this situation exists in multiple areas, and is attributable to low numbers of 
consistently active members.  The importance of building membership and sharing knowledge 
was discussed.  Although a point of accountability is essential, working group members also 
need to be able to rely on each other.
 
It was proposed that the Newsletter, HCTV, and Website working groups be combined into one 
working group for better mutual support.  This Media working group would also help maintain 
OH’s Facebook presence, even though Facebook is considered a free-speech zone.  The Media 
working group will serve as the point of contact for media requests for interviews, and either 
designate a media contact or select a representative who is well informed with OH position and 
activities on a case by case basis.  Consensus was reached.
 
Rick received an email regarding “Democrasoft”, software designed to provide an online 
discussion forum.  This is a potential future agenda item.
 
 

3. Long range planning / Retreat:
Rick noted that deliberate strategies have a more direct effect. OH does not want to simply 
react to events. The desire of the group to undertake a long term planning session in excess of 
current GA meeting time limits has been repeatedly expressed.  
 
The proposal was made to choose a tentative date for long term strategic planning combined 
with recreational activities to flesh out priorities, goals, and plans for action.  The tentative date 
selected was April 28, and it was agreed that this date would be publicized for feedback on 
potential interest, location, and activities.  Consensus was reached.
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4. Resolution adopted from J-21 Mic-check:
The proposal was made to adopt the J21 Mic-check language created by Gary as an official 
position of Occupy Helena with the following changes: 

● The statement of Judge Nelson will be visually separated from the resolution in the 
newsletter as it is supporting documentation.

● The phrase “as necessary” will be removed from the text.
 Consensus was reached.  (The full text of the resolution appears in the current newsletter.)
 
Gary will move forward to share the resolution with the greater Occupy Montana movement as 
per the previously accepted proposal.
 
Next steps regarding Citizens United ruling will be on the agenda for the next GA.
 

5. ALEC Lobbying:
Frank notes the lobbying efforts of this organization are a potential concern.  No proposal for 
action was made, but it was suggested that the activities of this organization be monitored for 
impacts on Montana and OH objectives.
 

6. Politicians as speakers at OH events:
Concern has been expressed on this topic, and the question for consideration was, “Does the 
group need to vote on this to establish a policy?”  There was a move to strike the proposal to 
establish a broad policy, and deal with this issue case by case.
 

7. Announcements and other discussion:
There is a lot going on in the state and the region.  An upcoming action will consist of a May 
Day general strike.  Missoula has a workshop coming up.  There was a reference to an article 
called “Cancer in OWS” by Chris Hedges and the question of non-violence.
 
Meeting location for the OH/GA is an ongoing concern.  Accessibility, visibility, cost, outlets 
for computers, noise level and room setup vary by location.  This will be on the next meeting 
agenda again.
 
The question of existing time limit for the GA meeting was raised. A 2 hour time limit may not be 
practical given the unpredictable nature of current events. This is a potential agenda item.
 

Meeting Closure
 

Draft Agenda for next GA
 
Next GA date, facilitator, minutes
Meeting location
Meeting time limit
Working group reports
Strategic planning/Retreat
Citizens United ruling – next steps
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